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Abstract. Grid computing environments can share resources and ser-
vices in a large-scale. These environments are being considered as an
effective solution for many organizations to execute distributed appli-
cations to obtain high level of performance and availability. However,
the use of a grid environment can be a complex task for an ordinary
user, demanding a previous knowledge of the access requirements from
a virtual organization. In order to improve the search of resources and
its selection, in this paper we propose the use of ontology as alternative
approach to help the use of grid services. This paradigm can provide
a description of available resources, leading users to desire operations
and describing resources syntax and semantics that can form a common
domain vocabulary. Our experimental result indicates that our proposal
allows a better comprehension about available resources.

1 Introduction

A grid environment can be understood as a set of services, provided by institu-
tions to be used from another. Its architecture may be viewed as service-oriented
[1], where two entities have a special importance: the producer and the consumer
of the service. In this vision, owners offer services to be used, according to some
restrictions that must be satisfied before given access permission to consumer.
Because of these restrictions and rules of sharing, the service oriented grid archi-
tecture requires a scheme to support the interoperability between applications
from the users and a high level of access transparency for resources.

Considering a service oriented approach, in this article we propose the use of
ontology for the description of available resources in a grid computing environ-
ment. The motivation of this research is based on the clear advantages in using
ontology, as some projects have shown (e.g. [2, 3, 4]), to have a common domain
of concepts shared among ordinary users. The use of ontology for the semantics
description of a vocabulary can provide a clear understanding of characteristics
and properties of classes and relations.
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The paper is organized as follows. The development of the proposed ontology
based service is described in section 2. In section 3, we present some related
works. In section 4 we present our conclusions and future work.

2 Ontology for Grid Resources Description

In this section we present the ontology created. In addition to the axioms, other
two structures help the ontology in the description of resources:

– Metadata reflects the information related to a data. In this research, meta-
data stores information about computational resources;

– Semantics View - stores information related to the present state of a re-
source. Thus, when a request comes, these structure returns information
about that moment.

Even not commonly used in other ontologies, these structures can improve the
ontology action, returning answers more quickly. The ontology was implemented
using the OWL Full language [5], and was edited using Protégé-2000 editor [6].

The ontology works in the directory of a grid configuration. Fig. 1 (modi-
fied from [7]) shows that consumers’ queries come to the ontology. To obtain
information about computational resources, metadata receives information from
catalogs and data files, while semantic views communicates with the Metacom-
puting Directory Service (MDS), which provides a distributed access to the grid
structure and information related to system components.

2.1 Ontology Development

To probe how to describe the concepts related to grid computational resources,
we search for the vocabulary utilized by the following projects: NPACI [8], ESG
[9]; NASA’s Information Power Grid [10] and the Distributed ASCI Supercom-
puter Project 2 [11]. After our search we create the documentation required to

Fig. 1. Grid architecture using the ontology approach
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Fig. 2. Axiom to access restriction

build the ontology, witch consists of all concepts, described in a formally way
and mapped in classes and instances, that will form the ontology.

Our next task was to reproduce this documentation to the OWL language,
using the Protégé editor. In the editor, we also created axioms, employing the
PAL (Protégé Axiom-Language). Fig. 2 shows an axiom to access restriction,
where is only possible to occur if the operating system from the resource is AIX,
disk space greater then 40 GB and memory greater then 128 GB. Metadata were
also created using Protégé and OWL language.

2.2 Ontology Based Service

To develop the grid service we created an application, using Java Language, to
allow the service to interact with the ontology. The application was designed
with three modules. The first module provides a list of all classes and instances
defined in the ontology. In the second module, consumers can probe for metadata
from any class listed by the first module. The third module allows a search of any
computational resource, where a consumer can visualize the entire configuration.
The service was defined using the Globus toolkit [12] and it is characterized by
the application executing in a grid configuration. The application was configured
to accept incoming connections from consumers of a grid. In this new environ-
ment, computational resources are presented using a more clear description, as
we verified with users from our Federal University configuration.

3 Related Work

Concerning to the resources selection in a grid environment, is possible to find
some research works (e.g. [3, 13]), where authors use the ontology to help the use
of a grid environment. Some research works are related to apply the ontology in
existing grid environments. One of theses efforts is the Semantic Grid [1], a grid
infrastructure which has the goal to support applications related to e-Science.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we presented a research work to provide access transparency to
users of grid configurations. Our approach was based on ontology. We first pre-
sented some concepts of ontology and service oriented in grid configurations.
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The environment of our prototype was described starting with the methodol-
ogy used, followed by some characteristics of the development and finally how
the ontology base service works. The system has proved to be an efficient and
friendly approach to provide grid resources to consumers. As a future research
work we are planning to enhance the system to allow some dynamic changes,
such as metadata or inclusion, on the application. Other work is to create an
ontology to agriculture field and use the application on more wide and complex
grid environment.
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